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Motivation
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System Overhead

1. Computation Time (CompT): how long an FL system spends in model training
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2. Transmission Time (CompL): how long an FL system spends in model parameter transmission 
between clients and servers
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3. Computation Load (ComL): the number of FLOP that an FL system consumes
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4. Transmission Load (TransL): the total data size transmitted between clients and server
   ������ =  �4 ∙ � ∙ �  

E: number of training passes                            R: number of training rounds

K: number of clients                                            M: number of clients selected in each training round 

��: number of data samples in client k          �1, �2, �3, �4: constants 3



Challenges

1. Hyper-parameter optimization for FL is a new research area. 
• Limited research, e.g., NAS-based1 and simple heuristics2

2. Incorporating training preferences is not trival
• CompT in seconds, TransT in seconds, CompL in FLOPs, and TransL in bytes

3. Hyper-parameter tuning needs to be done during the FL training. 
• No “comeback”is allowed as the FL model keeps training until its final model accuracy.

41. M. Khodak et al. Federated hyperparameter tuning: challenges, baselines, and connections to weight-sharing, in NeurIPS, 2021
2. Yi Zhou et al. FLoRA: single-shot hyper-parameter optimization for federated learning, in NFFL, 2021



Measurement Study

• Setting:
• Google speech-to-command dataset1

• Properties of the dataset: massively distributed, unbalanced, and non-IID

• We investigate three hyper-parameters
1. The number of participants (denoted by M)

• M is set to 1, 10, 20, and 50
2. The number of training  passes (denoted by E)

• E is set to 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8
3. Model complexity

• Different ResNet models
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Figure: Google speech-to-command dataset used in the measurement

Table: Different models used for the measurement study

1. Pete Warden. Speech Commands: A Dataset for Limited-Vocabulary Speech Recognition. arXiv: 1804.03209, 2018 



Measurement Results
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Figure 1: CompT, TransT, CompL, and TransL when a different number of participants and a different number of training passes are used. The lower the better

Figure 2: CompT, TransT, CompL, and TransL versus model complexity. 
The lower the better

Table: System overheads versus the number of participants M, the 
number of training passes E, and model complexity. ‘<’, ‘=’, and ‘>’ 
means the smaller the better, does not matter, and the larger the 

better, respectively.



FedTune: Automatic Tuning of Federated Learning Hyper-
Pramaters From A System Perspective

• Application’s preference for computation time, transmission time, computation load, and 
transmission load, denoted by �, �, �, � respectively, where � + � +  � + � = 1

• E.g., � = 0.6,  � = 0.2, � = � = 0.1 represent that application cares most about computation time, 
somewhat about transmission time, and the least on computation load and transmission load

• Problem Formulation
• For two FL hyper-parameter sets S1 and S2, we define the comparision function I(S1, S2) as 
                           �(�1, �2) = � × �2−�1
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          where t, q, z, v are computation time, transmission time, computation load, and transmission load
• S2 is better than S1 if I(S1, S2)<0

• However, the training overhead for different sets of FL hyper-parameters are unknown a priori. 
• Instead, we propose an iterative method to optimize the next set of hyper-parameters.
• Mathematically, given the current set ����, the goal is to find ���� that minimize �(����)
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���� = {����} Optimization

• To find the optimal ����, we take the derivative of �(����) over M, obtaining
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• As a result, ∆� can be approximated as
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Decisioin Making and Parameter Update

• Decision
• If ∆� > 0, then ���� = ���� + 1, otherwise ���� = ���� − 1

• Parameter Update
• Automatically adjust parameters that favor the current decision 

• Penalty Mechanism
• A bad decision occurs if �(�1, �2)>0
• In this case, parameters against the current decision are multiplied by D.
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Experiment Setup

• Datasets
• Speech-to-command dataset, target accuracy = 0.8
• EMNIST dataset, target accuracy = 0.7
• Cifar-100, target accuracy = 0.2

• Aggregation algorithms:
• FedAvg, FedNova, and FedAdagrad

• Training Preferences 
• Combination of equal values 

• Penalty factor D: set to 10

• Initial M and E: both set to 20

• Baseline: fixed FL hyper-parameters

• All results are averaged by three runs.
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Figure 1: Combination of training preferences



Evaluation Results
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• FedTune consistently improves the system 
performance across all the three datasets. 
In particular, FedTune reduces 22.48% 
system overhead of the speech-to-
command dataset

• FedTune  achieves consistent 
performance gain for diverse aggregation 
methods. In particular, FedTune  reduces 
the system overhead of FedAdagrad by 
26.75%.  

Table 1: Performance of FedTune for diverse datasets when FedAvg 
aggregation method is applied

Table 2: Performance of FedTune for diverse aggregation algorithms. Speech-
to-command dataset and ResNet are used in this experiment



Conclusion

• Optimizing FL hyper-parameters from a system perspective

• FedTune is effective in reducing the system overhead for different training preferences  

• We release our code at https://github.com/DataSysTech/FedTune
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